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Abstract

High level programming environments, such as SEGL, aim at allowing end-users to describe their
applications without dealing with the complexity of the execution management. However, these envi-
ronments have to face the complexity of grids. An objective of the CoreGRID Institute on Grid Systems,
Tools and Environments is to develop the design methodology for generic component GRID systems that
integrate application components, tools/system components, problem solving environments (PSE)/portal
components and infrastructure components. This report contributes to this goal by proposing a software
component-based description of the SEGL runtime architecture.

1 Introduction

Grids are potentially extremely powerful systems for dealing with compute-intensive applications. The
community has devoted a lot of effort in designing and implementing grid middleware systems. The primary
interfaces of grids have been designed for grid experts. Hence, more high level environments are needed to
allow a widespread usage of the Grid.

An example of such a high level programming environment is Sience Experimental Grid Laboratory
(SEGL) [2], which aims at allowing end-users to program and manage complex, computation-intensive sim-
ulation and modeling experiments for science and engineering. SEGL uses the Grid Concurrent Language
(GRICOL) [3], which works on the principle of a two-level description of the experiment program (control
flow and data flow). This enables a simple description of the logic of execution as well as of the data flow
of highly complex scientific experiments (consisting of several hundred elements). Independently of the
application domain, SEGL makes the programming and management of Grid experiments easier by provid-
ing support for the creation, submission, monitoring, and termination of jobs, as well as mechanisms for
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the collection of results, and enables the dynamic generation of new parameter sets in order to intelligently
approach an optimum.

While such a high level programming environment is offered to end users, the question of how im-
plementing it is raised. The challenge is to handle a distributed application on grids. A very promising
technology appears to be the software component technology. The CoreGRID network of excellence has
dedicated an Institute on Programming Model, which deals with the design of an innovative component
model (GCM) for the GRID, perfectly suited for large-scale, heterogeneous systems such as those that are
found in GRID and P2P computing. Therefore, it appears very interesting to provide a component-based
specification of SEGL. On one hand, component-based programming model promises to bring a simplifica-
tion of the runtime. On another hand, SEGL is a motivating application for GCM.

Another motivation for this work comes from the CoreGRID Institute on Grid Systems, Tools and En-
vironments. This Institute is dedicated to develop the design methodology of a generic component system
that integrates application components, tools/system components, PSE/portal components, and infrastruc-
ture components. This present work is a step toward the migration of a high level system to a software
component based system. By specifying the runtime of SEGL in term of components, it will be possible to
study the links with system software components being studied within this last Institute.

The remaining of this report is as follows. Software component models, and in particular the CORBA

Component Model (CCM), are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 gives more in depth a presentation of
SEGL. A proposition of a component-based specification of the runtime part of SEGL is presented in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Software component models

2.1 General overview

Even though software component technology is not a recent idea [5], it has been emerging for not more than
few years [1]. The reemergence of this technology appears as a response to the failure of used programming
models to deal with the continuous growth in complexity of applications. For instance, the object-oriented
approach has failed to handle very complex and large applications, mainly because dependency between
objects are hidden in the code.

A software component according to Szyperski [8] is a unit of composition with contractually specified
interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and
is subject to composition by third parties. This definition considers a component as a black box for which
the following concepts are attached:

Composition A component is able to be composed with other components by a third party. This com-
position is possible thanks to well-defined interfaces that allow components to interact. Some contracts
are attached to these interfaces and must be accepted. They allow specifications of constraints related to
interaction such as security.

Ports To be able to interact with other components, a component defines external interfaces named ports.
A port is a programming artifact to which an interface can be attached. It can be categorized in two types:
a client or server port. The interaction between two components is then performed by connecting a client
port of a first component to a server port of a second component with compatible type.

Separation of concerns Component models aim to separate functional and non functional concerns. The
goal is to not burden the component implementor with non functional features like security. Such features
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Figure 1: External view of a CCM component.

are activated during the configuration phase and are generally provided by the framework in which the
components are executed.

Assembly The assembly phase generates a specification of component instances and their interconnec-
tions. Such a specification describes the initial architecture of an application that can evolves at run-time.
Component assemblies can be described using an Architecture Description Language (ADL), like for exam-
ple in CCM [7] or in FRACTAL [4].

Deployment A component is a binary unit of deployment. It should reference an implementation (binary
code) and the constraints associated to it, like the operating systems, processors and amount of memory re-
quirements. It may also contain several implementations and so, alternative requirements. These properties
help a deployment tool to decide on which resource in a Grid or other distributed environment, an instance
of the component may be installed.

Waiting for GCM specifications, this work is based on the CORBA Component Model specifications.
Therefore, the remainder of this section gives an overview of the CORBA Component Model.

2.2 Overview of the CORBA Component Model

The CORBA Component Model [7] is part of the latest CORBA [6] (Common Object Request Broker Archi-
tecture) specifications (version 3), an industrial standard. The CCM specifications allow the deployment of
components into a distributed and heterogeneous environment.

A CORBA component, as represented in Figure 1, can define five kinds of ports. Facets (”provides”
ports) and receptacles (”uses” ports) allow a synchronous communication model based on the remote
method invocation paradigm to be expressed. An asynchronous communication model based on the transfer
on some data is implemented by event sources and sinks. Attributes are values exposed through accessor
(read) and mutator (write) operations. Attributes are primarily intended to be used for component configu-
ration, although they may be used in a variety of other ways.

CCM offers a complete model to develop a component-based application: (1) a design model to describe
components and their ports using the CORBA 3 version of the OMG Interface Definition Language (IDL), as
shown on Figure 2; (2) an assembly model to describe an application architecture thanks to an Architecture
Description Language; (3) a packaging and deployment model to deploy an application from an assembly
description; (4) an execution model to offer a set of standard services to a component, such as security,
events, and persistence; and (5) a component’s life cycle management model to create, find or remove
component instances through the use of entities named homes. Point (4) enables the same component to be
hosted by different framework implementations.
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// Interface definitions
typedef sequence<double> Vector;
interface Average {

double compute(in Vector v);
};
interface Display {

void print(in double d);
};
// A Component definition
component aComponent {

attribute string name;
provides Average avgPort;
uses Display dspPort;

};

Figure 2: A component IDL definition.

// Implementation example of the aComponent
class aComponent_Impl: CCM_aComponent,

CCM_Average {

double compute(const Vector v){
//average result
double av_res;
// Computing the average of v elements
// ...
// Print the result by another component
get_connection_dspPort()->print(av_res);
return av_res;

}
};

Figure 3: A C++ component implementation.

Figure 3 shows an implementation example of the component aComponent specified in Figure 2. This
implementation is done in a pseudo C++ code and illustrates the link with the IDL3 specification. The
inherited CCM aComponent interface is the main interface representing the component aComponent. The
inheritance of the CCM Average interface however aims to implement the Average interface associated to
the avPort port. Inside the compute function, the component invokes the print operation thanks to the
get connection dspPort one. This latter operation returns a (local) reference to a Display interface imple-
mented by a remote component.

3 The Science Experimental Grid Laboratory (SEGL)

3.1 Overview of SEGL

The Science Experimental Grid Laboratory [2] (SEGL) is a system for designing and executing complex
modeling experiment programs in the Grid. SEGL enables the automated creation, start and monitoring of
complex experiment programs and supports its effective execution on the Grid. SEGL uses the GRICOL to
describe these experiments. This section gives an overview of how SEGL describes its experiments using
GRICOL and the next section describes the runtime architecture of SEGL.

The philosophy of GRICOL is based on a known fact: despite the wide variety of complex application
tasks across different fields of science and technology, the set of elements (e.g. gradient searches, genetic
algorithms) within these tasks is very limited. These elements, once they have been created in standard form,
can be repeatedly reused for modeling complex systems. If one of the desired elements is not available, it
is much simpler to implement this element and add it to the language than to generate a new complex
application.

GRICOL is a graphical-based language with mixed type and is based on a component-like structure. The
main elements of this language are blocks and modules, which have a defined internal structure and interact
with each other through a defined set of interfaces. In addition, language elements can have structured dialog
windows through which additional operators can be written into these elements.

In order to utilize the capacities of supercomputer applications and to enable interaction with other
language elements and structures, it makes use of the principle of code wrapping. Practically all GRICOL
language elements have been designed on this principle.

An additional property of the language is its extensibility, by adding new functional modules to the
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Figure 4: System Architecture of SEGL.

language library.
GriCloL represents a multi-tiered model of organization. This enables the user when describing the

experiment to concentrate primarily on the logic of the experiment program and subsequently on the de-
scription of the individual parts of the program.

3.2 Runtime architecture of SEGL

Figure 4 shows the system architecture of SEGL. It consists of three main parts: the User Workstation
(Client), the ExpApplicationServer (Server) and the ExpDBServer (OODB). The system operates according
to a Client-Server model in which the ExpApplication Server interacts with remote target computers using
a Grid Middleware Service. The implementation is based on the Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE)
specification and JBOSS Application Server. The used database is an Object Oriented Database with a
library tailored to the application domain of the experiment.

The client on the user’s workstation is composed of the ExpDesigner and the ExpMonitorVIS. The
ExpDesigner is used to design, verify and generate the experiment’s program, to organize the data repository
and to prepare the initial data. The ExpMonitorVIS is generated for visualization and for the actual control
of the complete process.

The ExpDesigner allows the description of complex experiments using GRICOL. GRICOL has a two-
layer model for the description of a scientific experiment and an additional sub-layer (Repository) for the
description of the database required for the creation of the experiment program. The top level of the ex-
periment program is the control flow level, which describes the logical sequence of execution. The main
elements of this level are blocks: control blocks and solver blocks. A solver block is the program object
which performs some complete operation. The standard example of a solver block can be a simple parameter
sweep. The control block is the program object which allows the changing of the sequence of the execution
according to a specified criterion. The lower level, the data flow level, provides a detailed description of
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interblock computation processes at the top level, the control flow level. The main elements of the data
flow level are program modules and database sections. The sublayer provides a common description of the
database and a section for making additions to the database if necessary. The description of processes for
each block is displayed in a new window. The user is able to describe: (a) Both a standard computation
module and a user-specific computation module. The user-specific module can be added to suit the applica-
tion domain, (b) the direction of input and output data between the meta-data repository and the computation
module and (c) synchronization of interblock processes.

On the data repository level, a common description of the meta-data repository is created. The repository
is an aggregation of data from the blocks at the data flow level.

Parallel to this, the experiment’s database aggregates the data base icon objects from all blocks / windows
at the data flow level and generates query-language (QL) descriptions of the experiment’s database. The
container application of the experiment is transferred to the ExpApplicationServer and the QL descriptions
are transferred to the server data base. Here, the meta-data repository is created.

The ExpApplicationServer consists of the ExpEngine, the Experiment, the ExpMonitorSupervisor and
the ResourceMonitor. The Experiment is the container application. The ResourceMonitor holds information
about the available resources in the Grid environment. The MonitorSupervisor controls the work of the
runtime system and informs the Client about the current status of the jobs and the individual processes. The
ExpEngine is the controlling subsystem of SEGL (Runtime subsystem). It consists of three subsystems:
the TaskManager, the JobManager and the DataManager. The TaskManager is the central dispatcher of the
ExpEngine coordinating the work of the DataManager and the JobManager:

1. It organizes and controls the sequence of execution of the program blocks. It starts the execution of
the program blocks according to the task flow and the condition of the experiment program.

2. It activates a particular block according to the task flow, chooses the necessary computer resources
for the execution of the program and deactivates the block when this section of the program has been
executed.

3. It informs the MonitorSupervisor about the current status of the program.

The DataManager organizes data exchange between the ExpApplicationServer and the FileServer and
between the FileServer and the ExpDBServer. Furthermore, it controls all parameterization processes of
input data. The JobManager generates jobs and places them in the corresponding SubServer of the target
machines. It controls the placing of jobs in the queue and observes their execution.

The final part of SEGL is the data base server (ExpDBServer). All data which occurred during the
experiment, initial and generated, are kept in the ExpDBServer. The ExpDBServer also hosts a library
tailored to the application domain of the experiment. For the realization of the database we choose an object-
oriented database because its functional capabilities meet the requirements of an information repository
for scientific experiments. The interaction between ExpApplicationServer and the Grid resources is done
through a Grid Adaptor.

4 A component-based architecture for the SEGL runtime

4.1 Process to specify the SEGL runtime in term of software components

The SEGL architecture as described in Section 3.2 is based on the specification of several modules, each one
has a well defined role. Such a specification seems to be not far from an attempted component-based specifi-
cation. In fact, separation of roles is the main base to provide re-use and maintenance capabilities of any part
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Figure 5: A component assembly for the SEGL runtime.

of an application. From this point, we will describe first, how the SEGL modules can be described as com-
ponents and secondly, how each component can interact with other components. An assembly description
for SEGL is then presented as a composition of the resulted components.

The first step is straightforward. It consists in considering each module as a separated entity, each entity
being encapsulated in a component. The second step however is not so direct. It requires more details about
communication types and messages between the different modules. Such properties are needed to be able
to determine which kind of ports can be used and which data should be communicated through these ports.
In more details, we can for instance associate a synchronous communication to a method call through a first
kind of ports, like uses and provides ports of CCM. However, data transfers seem to be more adequately
handled by asynchronous communications, by using event ports such as publishes and consumes ports of
CCM.

Figure 5 describes the resulted components, their ports and their composition. This composition gives
the equivalent SEGL architecture described in Section 3.2, but in term of components. The annotations on
port connections represent the associated interfaces or event types. The specification of these interfaces and
event types are presented in the following Section.
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// Each action performed through the GUI is send to the experiment designer
interface applDescr {

void addSolverBlock (in solverBlocDescr b) raises incorrectConstruct;
void addControlBlock (in controlBlocDescr b) raises incorrectConstruct;
void addLink(in blockId @ b1, in blockId @ b2, in linkType t);
void startExperiment(in ExperimentId @ exp);

};

// To trigger the transfer of a given experiment to be started
interface transExp {

void transferExp (in expDescr @ exp) raises transferFailure;
};

// To interrogate the data base
interface QLDB {

void exeQuery (in QLDescr @ d) ) raises transferFailure;
};

Figure 6: IDL interfaces related to the experiment design phase.

interface startExp {
void startExperiment (in ExperimentId @ exp);

};
interface getTask {

taskDescr @ getNextTask();
};

Figure 7: IDL interfaces related to executing an experiment.

4.2 An IDL specification of the SEGL runtime

To specify the ports represented in Figure 5, we used a pseudo IDL3 format. Even though the IDL3 is
specific to CCM, it provides a general formalism which can be adapted for other component models. This
section is divided in several parts according to different concerns: experiment design and launching, data
transfer, experiment and resource monitoring. For each concern, an IDL3 specification is presented. The
used types are assumed to be either ”SEGL ” native ones or are defined in the Appendix. The ”@” character
is used subsequently to refer a ”SEGL native” type.

4.2.1 Experiment design interfaces

Figure 6 describes a possible specification of interfaces for experiment design concerns: workflow construc-
tion (applDescr), transfer and starting the experiment (transExp) and data base interrogations (QLDB). They
are associated to the GUI, Experiment Designer, Experiment Repository and the Data Base server.

4.2.2 Starting experiment interfaces

To start an experiment, there are mutual data exchanges between the Experiment Repository and the TaskMan-
ager. That can be summarized by first starting a given experiment and then getting step by step the tasks to
be launched. Figure 7 gives a specification of two interfaces enabling such a behavior.
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typedef sequence < statusJob > statusJobs;
interface statusInfo {

void startedExp(in ExperimentId @ exp);
void setStatus(in blockId @ b, in stageNumber @ s, in statusJobs jobs)

raises someThingWrong;
};

eventType statusBlock {
public blockId @ idB;
public stageNumer @ s;
public statusJobs jobs;

};

Figure 8: IDL interfaces related to experiment monitoring.

interface resInfo {
statusStat getStatusResource (in resourceDescr res);
statusStatList getStatusResources (in resourceList list);

};

Figure 9: IDL interfaces related to resources monitoring.

eventType transData {
//blockDescription is assumed to contain information about jobs and resources
public blockDescription @ d;
public stageNumber @ s;
public dataDescription @ d;

};

interface manData {
void transferData(in blockId @ b, in stageNumber @ s, in dataDescription @ d)

raises transferFailed;
};

// Data transfer notification for a job
eventType dataOpInfo {

public blockId @ id;
public stageNumber @ s;
public jobId @ j; //extracted from jobDescription
public transferStatus t;

};

Figure 10: IDL interfaces related to data management.
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interface manJob {
void startJob (in blockId @ b, in stageNumber @ s, in jobDescription @ j)

raises startJobFailure;
void stopJob (in blockId @ b, in stageNumber @ s, in jobDescription @ j)

raises stopJobFailure;
void suspendJob (in blockId @ b, in stageNumber @ s, in jobDescription @ j)

raises suspendJobFailure;
};

eventType submitJob {
public blockId @ b;
public stageNumber @ s;
public jobDescription @ j;

};

eventType currentJobInfo {
public blockId @ b;
public stageNumber @ s;
public jobId @ j;
public statusJob jobStat;

};

eventType jobStatusInfo {
public blockId @ b;
public stageNumber @ s;
public jobId j ;
public statusJob Data jobStat;

};

Figure 11: IDL interfaces related to jobs management.

4.2.3 Experiment monitoring interfaces

For visualizing and monitoring an execution, the TaskManager asks the Experiment Monitor Supervisor for
controlling the reached status before it can continue the execution. Figure 8 exposes the interface defined
for this aim. The Experiment Monitor VIS however, is just notified about the current status. In its turn, the
Experiment Monitor VIS forwards this information to be viewed by the user. For that, we can use an event
communication for which the event specification is also shown in Figure 8.

4.2.4 Resource Monitoring interfaces

In the current version of the SEGL runtime, a user should provide a list of resources on which the experiment
will be executed. The TaskManager is responsible to check the state of these resources during the execution
so that it can decide on which resource and when a job can be submitted.

The resource’s state information is given by a Resource Monitor. The communication between the
TaskManager and this Resource Monitor can be specified by the the interface shown in Figure 9.
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4.2.5 Data handling interfaces

For each task to be executed, some data have to be transfered on the SubServer components. For that, both
the DataManager, the File Server, the Data Base Server and the SubServer components are implicated. The
TaskManager is responsible to launch the transfer procedure for each task to be executed. Figure 10 gives a
specification of event types and interfaces required to transfer the data.

The JobManager is notified about data transfer completions through an event of type dataOpInfo. The
TaskManager is notified about data transfer events with an event of type jobStatusInfo, which is described
hereinafter.

4.2.6 Jobs handling interfaces

Finally, to execute a job, the TaskManager submits it through the submitJob event type shown in Figure 11.
Once the data are transfered for this job, the JobManager starts the job on a SubServer through the manJob
interface. The state of the job at a moment of the execution is transmitted from the SubServer through
currentJobInfo and to the TaskManager through the jobStatusInfo event ports.

5 Conclusion

This report has dealt with a proposition of a component-based design of the SEGL runtime. Such a spec-
ification are totally hidden to SEGL users. Waiting for the Grid Component Model being discussed in the
CoreGRID Institute on Programming Model, the specifications have been presented with respect to the
CORBA Component Model.

The results of this work are multiple. First, the description of the architecture in term of component
enables to quickly have an understanding of the different elements of the SEGL runtime as well as their
relationships. For example, the runtime core elements made of the TaskManager, the DataManager and the
JobManager communicate with an event based paradigm which appears immediately. Second, the runtime
relationships with external services like databases or file servers as well as a resource monitor, appears also
clearly. Hence, either to replace one of these elements by another one or to use a service delegation paradigm
to abstract the resource of actual service API can be handled easily.

The objective of this work was restricted to the description of the SEGL runtime in term of components.
The next step is to study the links with the system components being defined in the CoreGRID Institute on
Grid Systems, Tools and Environments. Possible examples of such links that have already been identified
are the links with application meta-data and dynamic deployment mediators.
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Appendix
// A solver block description
struct solverBlocDescr {

blockId @ id;
compModDescr @ c; //computational module description
replacModlDescr @ r; //replacement module description
paramModDescr @ p; //parametrization module description
dataBaseDescr @ db; //data base description

};

// Control flow of the experiment design
enum controlType {branch, wait, condition, ..};

// Control block description
struct controlBlocDescr {

blockId @ id;
controlType t;
contentDescr @ c; //a condition treatment for example

};

// Synchronization control between blocks
enum syncType {sequence, parallel,.. };
enum linkType {waitAllfinished, waitOneFinished};

// The state of a job can be defined by one of the following status
enum statusType {inqueue, started; finished, running, blocked, failed}

struct statusJob {
jobId @ idjob;
statusType t;

};

typedef sequence < resourceDescr @ > resourceList

// Status of a resource
enum statusResource {available, notAvailable};

// Resource status description
struct resourceStat {

resourceDescr @ rDescr;
statusResource stat;

};

typedef sequence < resourceStat > statusStatList;

// Status of a data transfer
enum transferStatus {success, failed};

// Job status and its required data transfer status
enum statusJob Data {inqueue, started; finished, running,

blocked, failed, dataTransSuccess,
dataTransfFailed};
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